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Abstract—Results from a Monte Carlo simulation of backscattering from one-dimensional (1-D) time-evolving sea surface
models are reported. A numerical electromagnetic method based
on an accelerated forward–backward approach is used to calculate
backscattered returns from impedance surface profiles at incidence angles of 0 (normal), 40 , and 80 . Surfaces are initialized
as realizations of a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum and then stepped
in time through a numerical hydrodynamic method. Results from
three distinct hydrodynamic methods are compared: a linear
evolution, the “improved linear representation” of Creamer et
al. [7], and the “Watson–West” approach of West et al. in [8].
Instabilities in the West model due to formation of steep wave
features limit the study to L-band backscattering for wind speeds
less than 2 m/s, so that the surfaces considered are only slightly
rough on an electromagnetic scale. The small slope approximation
for electromagnetic scattering is shown to provide reasonable
predictions in this limit. Statistics of the resulting surface profiles
and backscattered fields are compared for the three models and
are found to be similar in most respects. Backscattered field
Doppler spectra, however, show differences, with the West model
apparently capturing more nonlinear interactions in the surface
evolution.
Index Terms—Doppler spectrum, rough surface scattering, sea
scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT improvements in computing technologies and in
numerical algorithms for scattering from rough surfaces
are now making large scale numerical studies of scattering from
ocean-like surfaces possible. Several recent works have explored
average scattering cross sections for one-dimensional (1-D)
surfaces (i.e., having roughness in only one horizontal direction)
through Monte Carlo simulations using time-independent linear
models of the sea surface [1]. Time variations of the sea surface,
however, cause backscattered field returns to be spread into a
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Doppler spectrum so that average Doppler spectra are also of interest for sea surface scattering. Prediction of sea surface Doppler
spectra requires a Monte Carlo simulation in which scattering
calculations are performed at a series of time steps as surface
realizations evolve. Although several studies of scattering from
surfaces rough in two dimensions have also been reported (for
example [2], [3]), the requirement of repeated calculations for
multiple realizations at multiple time steps prevents Doppler
studies with two-dimensional (2-D) surfaces at present.
References [4]–[6] have applied numerical scattering models
for 1–D sea surfaces and included time variations to investigate scattered field time statistics. Reference [6] concentrated
on forward scattered fields and used only a linear model of surface evolution, while [4] and [5] focus on backscattering and
consider both linear evolution and the “improved linear representation” of [7]. Results in [5] show significant differences for
L-band Doppler spectra at wind speed 5 m/s, with the linear and
Creamer models [7].
In this paper, the studies of [5] are continued to further explore
the influence of the hydrodynamic model on L-band backscattered field statistics. An additional hydrodynamic model, that
of the West model [8], is included in the study. The three hydrodynamic models used are described in Section II, along with a
comparison of surface statistics from the Monte Carlo simulation. Unlike [5], the study is limited to maximum wind speeds
of 2 m/s due to stability limitations of the West model. Although
2 m/s is very low when compared to global mean sea wind
speeds, the results obtained still demonstrate the importance of
nonlinear hydrodynamic interactions and the influence of the
hydrodynamic model used. Because the resulting surfaces are
only slightly rough on an electromagnetic scale, approximate
electromagnetic scattering models may be applicable. Section III
describes the numerical electromagnetic scattering model used
and also discusses the small slope approximation (SSA) [9],
which is later used to compare with numerical scattering model
results. Section IV compares backscattered field statistics and
Doppler spectra obtained from the simulation under both the
numerical and SSA scattering models for the three hydrodynamic
approaches. Final conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. HYDRODYNAMIC METHODS
Hydrodynamic evolution of the surface
of an irrotational, incompressible fluid is described by a pair of coupled
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nonlinear hydrodynamic equations [8]
(1)

Discretized surfaces
of length in the linear model
are generated as realizations of a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum
through
(6)

(2)
(7)
where is the velocity potential evaluated at the surface, is the
acceleration of gravity, and and are spatial (horizontal) and
time coordinates, respectively. These equations form a canonical pair derivable from a single Hamiltonian and thus conserve
energy contained in the initial values of and , which begin
the simulation. Note surface tension is not included in the previous equations due to limitations of the [7] method, which applies only for gravity wave evolution. This fact limits the current
study to L-band backscattering, for which surface tension can be
neglected in the Bragg scattering region, as discussed in [5].
Since an exact solution to these equations for a general initial condition is not known, either approximate or numerical
methods are required for surface time evolution. Numerical solution of (1)–(2) through a time-stepping process is susceptible
to instability and must be performed carefully. Furthermore,
term can be difficult if values of
computation of the
are known only on the interface. The three methods used
for the study are described in the following. Note in all these
methods, a uniform grid is used for description of and , so
that overturning features cannot be captured. Methods based on
a boundary integral approach [10], [11] avoid many of these
problems but also have substantially greater computational requirements than those available for the current study.
A. Linear Evolution
If nonlinear terms are neglected, (1)–(2) can be solved analytically to determine and as a set of independent waves
propagating according to the gravity wave dispersion relationship
(3)
(4)
(5)
is the gravity wave dispersion reis the sign of defined as 1 for posnegative. The function
in (3) satisfies
, where denotes the complex conjugate opis real. Note all waves in the above
eration, to insure that
equations are assumed to propagate in the positive direction.
, a Fourier transform operation
Given an initial profile
, and a phase shifting opcan be performed to determine
eration followed by an inverse Fourier transform is all that is
. Because all Fourier components of
required to obtain
the surface propagate independently in the linear model, amplitudes of a given surface Fourier component remain fixed for all
times.

where
lation, and
itive, 1 for

(8)
(9)
is a complex random number whose real and
where
imaginary parts are samples of a Gaussian random vari,
able with mean zero and unit variance,
, is the acceleration of gravity 9.81
m/s , and is the wind speed in m/s (here 2 m/s). The spectrum
given earlier is defined so that the integral over all posvalues yields a surface height variance
itive and negative
, as expected for a Pierson–Moskowitz
of
spectrum. The surface generation procedure described is
identical to that of [5], although a different definition is used
for the spectrum and for the variances of the complex numbers
in the reference.
B. “Improved Linear” Representation
In [7], Creamer et al. derive an “improved linear representation” for gravity wave surfaces by performing a canonical transformation of variables in the hydrodynamic equations. The new
variables and do not represent the actual surface height displacement and velocity potential but are advantageous because
the transformation is derived such that the first nonlinear term
in the Hamiltonian of the new variables vanishes. The equations
of motion for the transformed variables are then approximated
as linear so that and evolve according to (3)–(5) and no numerical time stepping is required. Initial values of and are
also obtained as realizations of a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum.
The actual surface height is obtained from a nonlinear integration over as described in [5] and has been demonstrated
to contain nonlinear features in [7]. However, surfaces obtained
in this model are found to contain vertical but no horizontal deviations from the underlying linear profile due to the linear
evolution approximation for . Also, the integration to obtain
from requires an
operation, where is the number of
points in the surface profile, so the [7] model can become computationally expensive for large . However, the model never
has stability problems since it does not require numerical time
stepping.
C. The West Model
The final method considered is that of [8], which numerically
and
. The
time steps (1)–(2) given initial values
from values of on the interface
method determines
through the “Watson–West” expansion in surface slope derived
in [12]. The zeroth term in the expansion is expressed in the
(from which the linearly propaspectral domain as
gating solution (3)–(5) is obtained), while higher order terms
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Fig. 1. Comparison of surface profiles and normalized spectra for a single surface realization for (a) the West model and linear model profiles, (b) the West model
and linear model spectra, (c) the Creamer and linear and model profiles, and (d) the Creamer and linear model spectra.

involve higher order powers of
and
. Thus, for a
of the Watson–West method, terms of higher
given “order”
for
to
are neglected. Note
order than
that sampling requirements in the method are increased as increases as described in [8] in order to avoid spectral aliasing effects. The “high order spectral method” [13] for hydrodynamic
evolution of a surface is an equivalent hydrodynamic technique
based on a similar expansion, but uses a different method to
avoid aliasing problems.
A fourth-order Adams–Bashforth predictor-corrector algorithm [14] is used to time step (1)–(2) and is initialized again
with a realization of a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum which is
assumed to be propagating linearly at previous time steps according to (3)–(5). To avoid introducing discontinuities into the
time evolution, an initial “ramp-up” period is included in the
simulation, during which all nonlinear terms in (1)–(2) and in
have their amplitudes multiplied by
the expansion of
(10)
, where and are constants in seconds. For a simufor
, appropriate choices of and result
lation beginning at
in an initial linear evolution so that the linear initialization of
is
the time-stepping algorithm is appropriate. As time
approached, nonlinear hydrodynamic effects are gradually inremains unity for
. This “adiabatic bootcreased, and
strapping” procedure is similar to that discussed in [8] and [15],
and should not overly influence final surface properties for reasonable choices of and . Variations with these parameters are
considered in Section IV.
method
The West model computationally is an
due to use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in evaluating

. The method can also be extended to 2-D surfaces and
to include surface tension effects and approximate wind forcing
and viscosity effects [16]. However, the West model is susceptible to instability problems and breaks down when steep features in the surface are formed due to the slope expansion involved. Sampling requirements can also become stringent as the
is increased. For the studies of this paper, fourth-order
order
calculations failed for a large fraction of surface realizations when wind speeds were increased beyond 2 m/s due
to formation of steep features in the short wave portion of the
spectrum. Although inclusion of artificial viscosity terms in the
short wave portion of the spectrum or use of additional filtering
[13] could potentially reduce these problems, a desire to avoid
additional physical approximations prevents use of these steps
in the current study. Results in the following sections at wind
speed 2 m/s will still illustrate the importance of nonlinear hydrodynamic interactions and the influence of the hydrodynamic
model applied.
D. Computational Issues
The studies of this paper are similar to those of [5], and incm wavelength at involve electromagnetic scattering at
cidence angles of 0 (normal incidence), 40 , and 80 . A surface
m
was chosen for all cases in order
size of
to avoid any surface edge scattering effects at the largest incidence angle as discussed further in Section III. Since the peak
wave of the Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum at wind speed 2 m/s is
approximately 3.6-m long, a large number of peak wavelengths
are resolved in a single surface realization. The Bragg scattering
includes spatial frequencies up to
,
region for
rads/m
so a high spatial frequency cutoff of
was used in the simulation. This high-frequency cutoff is maintained in the West model through an ideal low pass filter which
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is applied at each time step to the right hand sides of (1)–(2). An
reelectromagnetic sampling rate of approximately
sults in a total of 8192 points in scattering calculations for each
realization. The linear and Creamer models also use 8192 points
in the hydrodynamic simulation, while the fourth order the West
model oversamples the profile to 16 384 points to avoid aliasing
problems. A time duration of 5.12 s for scattering results is used
as in [5] in order to obtain sufficient Doppler spectral resolution,
and scattering results are calculated every 0.02 s to obtain sufficient unambiguous Doppler bandwidth. Since the linear and
Creamer model time evolution is exact, use of 0.02 s as the surface evolution time step does not cause problems, but a finer
time step of 0.004 s is required in the numerical time stepping
the West model to retain accuracy. Ramp-up parameters and
are set to 1 and 0.376 s, respectively, in the West model. Scatwhen the ramp petering calculations do not begin until
riod is over, so a total surface evolution time of 6.12 s is obtained. Linear model and the “underlying” linear surface of the
Creamer method are equal to those of the West model at time
, and are also evolved for one second before scattering
calculations begin.
Computations for the study were performed using IBM SP
parallel computing resources at the Maui High Performance
Computing Center (MHPCC), Maui, HI [17], with Monte Carlo
simulations performed in parallel simply by running distinct
surface realizations on distinct nodes of the system. Individual
realization, single time step computational times were comparable to those reported in [5] and remain dominated by the electromagnetic calculations due to the multiple incidence angles
and polarizations used. Hydrodynamic model computing times
with the West model were found to be approximately one half
of those with the Creamer model, even with the larger number
of surface points, finer time step, and fourth order calculations,
method. A set of
indicating the advantages of an
96 initial profiles was used in the Monte Carlo simulation (performed in 3–32 processor runs), but the West model failed for
14 of these profiles due to the formation of steep features in the
short wave portion of the spectrum. Final results for all three
hydrodynamic methods thus include only the 82 profiles that
completed the West model evolution. Convergence tests of the
resulting data show that reasonable statistics are obtained from
this number of realizations. The influence of the eliminated 14
profiles on average results is difficult to assess, but is not believed to be extreme due to the moderate fraction of unstable
profiles and the low wind speeds considered. Note the comparison of hydrodynamic methods and scattering results is not influenced at all since results are compared for an identical set of
profiles.
E. Comparison of Surfaces
Fig. 1 illustrates a comparison of surface profiles (only an
8-m portion of the total 117.81 m length is shown) and corresponding normalized surface spectra (the power spectral density
of the surface divided by the Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum) for
a sample surface realization upon completion of the 6.12 s evolution. The profile comparisons in plots (a) and (c) show the
West model obtains a larger deviation from the linear profile
than the [7] model. Note the latter yields noticeable deviations

Fig. 2.

Comparison of average normalized spectra.
TABLE I
AVERAGE NORMALIZED RADAR CROSS SECTIONS

Fig. 3. Comparison of Doppler spectra for 0 incidence (a) VV and (b) HH.

primarily at peaks and troughs of waves, with no horizontal shift
in the profile as expected. Normalized spectra in plots (b) and
(d) were estimated using a 256 point periodogram method as described in [14] and show somewhat larger deviations from linear
results with the West model; the vertical lines in these plots indicate the Bragg wavenumbers at 40 and 80 incidence.
Statistics of the set of 82 final profiles can also be compared
for the three models. Standard deviations averaged over all 82
, and
cm for the West model,
realizations are
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Doppler spectra for 40 incidence (a) VV, West model, and linear, (b) VV, Creamer model, and linear, (c) HH, West model, and linear,
and (d) HH, Creamer model, and linear.

Creamer model, and linear models, respectively, compared to
the analytical 2.13 cm for the Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum at
2 m/s. This 1% variation in root mean square (rms) height between the three methods is not significant for an ensemble of 82
surface realizations. Surface height and slope histograms with
the entire set of realizations for each model were found to be
well fit by a Gaussian approximation, indicating that surface
horizontal asymmetries caused by nonlinear interactions are not
statistically significant at wind speed 2 m/s. Average spectra
normalized to the Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum are illustrated
in Fig. 2 and show a general increase in high-frequency content
of the surface spectrum moving from the linear to the Creamer
model to the West model. The vertical lines in the figure again
indicate the Bragg wavenumbers for 40 and 80 incidence. Although these statistics indicate some differences between the
three models, the results basically support a Gaussian random
process surface model for all three hydrodynamic methods, with
only slightly different spectra and height standard deviations.
Although these differences influence scattering results, comparisons of backscattered field Doppler spectra in Section IV show
larger differences than would be expected from these final profile statistics, indicating the importance of the detailed temporal
evolution process on scattered field Doppler spectra.

III. SCATTERING MODELS
The numerical electromagnetic scattering model applied is
a standard integral equation algorithm for 1-D impedance surfaces, with an iterative matrix equation solver based on the forward-backward algorithm [18]. Calculations are accelerated to

order through the spectral domain method described in [19],
to avoid
[20]. A tapered wave incident field is used with
is
surface edge scattering effects, and a surface size of
chosen to allow accurate calculations to 80 incidence following
cm is
the guidelines of [21]. The surface permittivity at
from the model of [22].
taken as
Since an rms height of approximately 2.15 cm results in a
product of 0.59, the surfaces considered are only slightly
rough on an electromagnetic scale. This fact motivates a comparison of numerical results with those from more approximate
scattering models. The small slope approximation [9] is chosen
for this purpose, and is implemented for deterministic surfaces
and applied in the Monte Carlo simulation following the formulations of [23], [24]. Both first and second-order SSA fields
are considered. First-order SSA results are identical in the perfectly conducting surface limit to the model of [25] for backscattering, as discussed in [26], and produce no difference in the frequency dependence of horizontal (HH) and vertical (VV) polarized Doppler spectra. Second-order SSA results provide a polarization sensitive correction but require additional computations;
analysis of the second-order SSA theory [27] has shown that the
composite surface theory [28] is obtained in the limit of a true
is somewhat outside
two scale surface. Although
the validity range of the first order small perturbation method
(SPM) [29], the Bragg scattering relationship between a single
component of the surface spectrum and scattered fields can remain a basic guideline for examining electromagnetic results,
incidence where the surface scattering
particularly at
) is reduced.
Rayleigh parameter (which is proportional to
Evidence of Bragg scattering at this incidence angle will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Doppler spectra for 80 incidence (a) VV, West model, and linear, (b) VV, Creamer model, and linear, (c) HH, West model, and linear,
and (d) HH, Creamer model, and linear.
TABLE II
DOPPLER SPECTRA FIRST MOMENTS

IV. RESULTS
Statistics of backscattered fields for the entire set of realizations and time samples were first examined. Table I presents the
and
for
average normalized radar cross sections (RCS)
, ,
, and
incithe three hydrodynamic models at
dence, and for comparison includes predictions from the SPM
at oblique angles. SPM results were computed from
(11)
Fig. 6. Effect of “ramp-up” parameters on the West model, Doppler spectra at
80 (a) VV and (b) HH.

(12)
where
(13)
is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for horizontal polarization
is the electromagnetic
evaluated at angle
wavenumber for incident electromagnetic wavelength , and
is the relative permittivity of the surface.

Results show that all three models yield comparable scattering
cross sections, except in HH polarization at 80 incidence, where
the West model and [7] model results are increased over those
of linear surfaces. The increase of approximately 2.17 dB in HH
polarization at 80 from the linear to the West model is somewhat
largerthanbutcomparabletotheincreaseof approximately 0.7dB
observed in the spectra of Fig. 2 at the Bragg wavenumber. RCS
values from the SPM are within 0.4 dB of linear hydrodynamic
model results for VV polarization, but underestimate HH results
by 2.6 and 1.3 dB at 40 and 80 , respectively, for HH polarization.
The increased error of the SPM for HH polarization is expected
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Influence of polarization on Doppler spectra (a) the West model, 40, (b) the West model, 80, (c) Creamer model, 40, and (d) Creamer model, 80.

Fig. 8. Comparison of numerical and second order SSA scattering models for the West model Doppler spectra (a) VV, 40, (b) VV, 80, (c) HH, 40, and (d) HH,
80.

for ocean-like surfaces which include some “long wave” features.
Histograms of scattered fields for all models were found to be well
fit by standard Rayleigh statistics (Ricean at 0 incidence where
a coherent backscattered field exists).
Figs. 3–5 illustrate Doppler spectra normalized to unity peak
value for zero, 40 , and 80 incidence, respectively. Results

from the three hydrodynamic models and for both VV and
HH polarizations are included. Doppler spectra were obtained
using the spectral estimation technique described in [5] with
the 256 backscattered field time samples. Results in Fig. 3
at normal incidence show an almost precise match between
the three models for this case, which is dominated by the
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the West model backscattered field Doppler spectra and power spectral density of Bragg component (a) VV, 40, (b) VV, 80, (c) HH, 40,
and (d) HH, 80.

specular reflection process. Larger differences are observed
in Figs. 4 and 5, and a general trend of broader Doppler
spectra is obtained from the linear to the Creamer model
to the West model hydrodynamic models. This trend, along
with the spectrum results of Fig. 2, seemingly indicates an
increasing level of hydrodynamic interactions captured by
the West model due to its inclusion of higher order nonlinear
terms. Dotted lines in Figs. 4 and 5 indicate the locations of the
Bragg frequencies, and all models obtain large values at these
points. Table II compares first moments of the Doppler spectra
as defined in [5] (the Doppler “centroid frequencies”) for the
three hydrodynamic methods at incidence angles 40 and 80 ,
and includes the Bragg frequency values. As expected, results
show increasing magnitudes of the centroid frequency from the
linear to the Creamer model to West models.
Note the West model also obtains a smaller peak at the negative traveling Bragg frequency, indicating the presence of reverse traveling Bragg waves in the simulation. To determine
whether these reverse going waves are created by the initial conditions and “ramp-up” period of the West model, Fig. 6 compares the West model, Doppler spectra at 80 for ramp parames,
s, and
s,
s. Note the
ters
second case is a much longer and more gradual inclusion of nonlinear effects, so any reverse-going waves generated by the ramp
function should be reduced. Since no strong effects on Doppler
spectra are observed, it appears that these reverse going waves
are a result of nonlinear interactions as the spectrum evolves.
Fig. 7 illustrates the dependence of Doppler spectra on polarization for the West model and Creamer model models at 40
and 80 incidence. The West model at 80 incidence is observed
to produce the largest dependence on polarization, with the HH

Doppler spectrum somewhat broader than VV. The centroid frequencies of Table II also show larger amplitudes in HH polarization than in VV. Overall, polarization dependencies in the normalized Doppler spectra are relatively weak for the low wind
speed case considered here. Note that the first order SPM and
first order SSA theories both predict no polarization sensitivity
for Doppler spectra; the dependencies captured by the numerical model demonstrate that these approximations neglect some
polarization dependent scattering effects.
Fig. 8 investigates the performance of the second order SSA
for scattering predictions. Results for the West model surfaces
are illustrated in HH and VV polarizations. SSA results provide
high accuracy in general, but slightly underestimate the width
of the HH result at 80 . Comparisons using first order SSA predictions provide a similar level of agreement to that of Fig. 8 in
VV polarization but further underestimate the width for HH polarization. Average radar cross sections from the second order
SSA are within 1 dB of the values given in Table I for the West
model model at all angles.
Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates a test of Bragg scattering theory by
comparing Doppler spectra for the West model model with the
average power spectral density of the corresponding Bragg wave
component of the surface spectrum. Bragg wave components
for a given surface realization were extracted from the surface
Fourier transform at each time step. The similarities in Bragg
wave and VV scattered field spectral densities at 80 incidence
suggests that Bragg scattering is being observed for this case.
The level of agreement at 40 and in HH polarization however
shows that additional scattering effects are important for these
cases. This comparison provides an example of the potential
benefits of coupled electromagnetic and hydrodynamic simu-
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lations, since both scattered fields and surface geometries can
be examined in detail to clarify the scattering process.

V. CONCLUSION
The results of this paper demonstrate the influence of the hydrodynamic model used on electromagnetic scattering results,
and suggest that further assessments and extensions of current
hydrodynamic models are necessary. The West model was found
to capture a larger degree of surface nonlinearity and also to predict a slight presence of reverse traveling waves. However, the
problems of the model with highly sloped features represent a
serious limitation, as evidenced by the low wind speed limits
of this paper. Methods for reducing these problems in the West
model as well as studies with other hydrodynamic models [11]
are currently under consideration for extending maximum wind
speeds to more reasonable values. The advantages of coupled
numerical hydrodynamic and electromagnetic simulations were
also demonstrated, through detailed comparisons of scattered
field and surface profile data which can assist in clarifying the
scattering process. Improvements in understanding sea surface
scattering will help to improve current remote sensing technologies and to design new sensors for the future.
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